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Staff

Editor’s Note
Welcome Fellow Creatives and Admirers!

Advisors: Dr. Matt Skillen and Jesse Waters
Digital Coordinator: Susan Krall
Editor in Chief: Lauren Robitaille
Art section editor: Ezekiel Ciafre
Art section board member: Lauren Robitaille
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I am so excited for you all to finally hold the 2021-2022 issue of Fine Print
in your hands. I’ve had the honor of working on this magazine for the past three
years, and this year, it has truly been like my baby. Similar to actual children, I
have brought my own knowledge to Fine Print, and, in return, I have learned so
much from working with such incredible people on an unforgettable project.

Fiction section editor: Caspian Stence
Fiction section board member: Lauren Robitaille

Through the unexpected obstacles and the collective wins, I want to thank
my amazing staff and our advisor, Dr. Skillen, for exuding professionalism, practicing patience, and always adapting to circumstances that required flexibility.
None of this would be possible without your dedication, passion, and creativity
when working on Fine Print.

Creative nonfiction section editor: Ingrid Peura
Creative nonfiction section board member: Lucy Krug

The pieces selected for this year’s edition are simply wonderful, and that is
all due to the exceptionally talented writers and artists at Etown who were willing
to share their work with the rest of us. Thank you!

Poetry section editor: Lucy Krug
Poetry section board member: Ingrid Peura

Without further ado, please enjoy the latest collection of fiction, creative
nonfiction, poetry, and art brought to you by the Elizabethtown College Literary
Magazine, Fine Print. I hope that you cherish this magazine just as much as I do.

Layout: Ezekiel Ciafre

Lauren Robitaille
Editor-in-Chief
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Give

by Cassandra Peris
To know oneself
To give oneself
To someone else
Is to love someone completely
So I say
When they say
I do not know
How to love someone completely.
They talk of the skirt,
Take off the shirt
And drive a real man wild.
Try, look at my chest,

Broken pelican breast,
And drive yourself mad.
I’ve nothing to give
But hourglasses,
But safehouses,
But lilies.

You want more.
You want a whore.
Tied around your finger
Go figure.
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You’ve devoted
Your shame
Cursed my name,
Confided in my shell.

Cutting Ties
by Armin Reid

This empty shell

With hands no longer mine
Holding you up.
Holding you steady.
So, I hang
A scarecrow
To your fields
As insecurities grow,
Rivers red
Run from me
Irrigation
As you flourish.
And so I hang,
A fruit
Forbidden
Pursuit.

While hanging down from lonely puppet strings,
I wonder how my grand escape would play.
A pair of scissors in my hand to snip
The dangling, swaying strands suspending me,
I’ll tumble from the sky and land upon
The rolling grass. I’ll stand and face the blue
Abyss above that circles every nook
I see. No longer would I feel the tug
Of rope around my wrist that beckons me
To blink an eye or sing a tune that I

Have never heard before. Behind the scenes,
I never knew who pulled the strings. They hid

In shadows, raised an arm to raise my own,
And let the cord cut through my skin until
My hand went limp. The scissors are within
my reach. They slip through my fingers, numbed.

Claim it’s a must
Fuck off with your lust
Something, please just
Give.
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Virginia

by Ezekiel Ciafre

Beautiful Things
by Samantha Machmer

The red barn at the bottom of the hill
was born long before I was. She predates my
mother, and her mother. Its red paint is barely
hanging on in some spots, and completely
gone in others. The doors must be propped
shut with two-by-fours that have a habit of
abandoning their posts when the wind picks
up. The floor has let one too many people
down, quite literally, and now all those
who enter the haymow must do so with an
abundance of caution.
There is still beauty in her if you know
where to look. It’s in the way the sunset reflects
off the worn red silo, crumbling at the top but
still standing tall. It’s in the owl box nestled
carefully between a few strong boards, heads
craning out of passenger seat windows to look
for signs of life inside. It’s in the whispered
words of encouragement under humming
lights and discarded bottles coaxed into too
small mouths of calves that entered the world
into raging blizzards instead of blooming
flowers. It’s in the calves that take their first
wobbly steps out the gate every spring and
fall, but instinctively know to find refuge in
her sturdy walls when the rain begins to fall.
She doesn’t seem like much to those
who don’t know where to look. The crumbling
foundations and broken milk parlor windows
have seen better days. Bright yellow bailer
twine stands strong around a few too many
broken gate latches. But there is no sight more
beautiful than her red roof glinting in the
sunlight, nestled down in the hollow, ready to
welcome you home.
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Cross My Heart

by Jamie Hallman

I should be happy.
With all that I have.
A loving family,
Friends on every side,
An ever-growing future and breath from the
moon.
But here I am
writing poem after poem that nobody will
ever read
Wasting my life away
Suspended in a moment where I never
succeed.
Locking myself in a straitjacket
So nobody will ever see me bleed.
I should be happy,
But I’m not.
I never will be.
The kiss of death adorned my forehead
And I am too stubborn to wipe the lipstick
away.
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Rule of Three

noticed the third joke and shrieked in
humor. Third time’s the charm and all that.
by Judas Foster
The rule of three is simple, as
are its effects, but the key to the rule of
The first number of the Fibonacci
three is the third joke. It’s the kicker – it’s
sequence is zero. The third number is one.
the joke that makes the audience roar.
The fifth number is three, which is the
It’s the time you slap your forehead in
number of sides on a triangle, the number
hindsight, muttering I should have seen
of children my parents had, and the
it coming about the second joke. It’s the
number of times it takes for a joke to really,
reason the second joke is made; setup to
truly be funny. My father has never been a
a spectacular finish, unnecessary as it
big fan of mathematics, but he taught me
seems in the moment. It’s like the finale of
about threes between driving me to events,
Make ‘Em Laugh in Singing in the Rain:
between lines in a movie too bright and
Cosmo Brown attempts a series of flips,
colorful to really be entertaining, between
after a song filled with physical humor,
moments forgotten and remembered. He
and succeeds twice before having the third
taught me the three of comedy: the rule of
wall break under his approach. I never
three that dictates a large part of my sense
fail to laugh at it, especially after watching
of humor today, that leaves its mark on my
him fail multiple kip-ups within a song all
life in ways unpredictable.
about comedy and its importance.
My comedic education began early
What many people fail to realize
in life. Over the years, my dad would
is the number of times that the comedic
demonstrate this rule of three to me while
rule of three is used in tragedy. In this
we watched movies, giving examples in
form it’s an ironic twist of humor, a step
real time that I still carry with me today.
past “occurrence, coincidence, pattern”
He would point out the first time the joke
that the one-two-three rule of mysteries
was shown, exaggerating the sound effects
holds. Instead of three jokes that make
playing from the screen as I giggled in
you laugh harder than ever by the end, the
childhood joy. When the second time came
tragic threes forbode a trio of events that
around, I would roll my eyes and talk over
offer more pain than clarity, more hurt
it, because it was already made. Isn’t it lazy
than closure, more sadness than comfort.
to use the same joke over and over again? I
Those fluent in dark humor might pull a
would ask him with pre-pubescent attitude
tear-stained chuckle at the juxtaposition
– eventually more for a laugh than out of
between the two dramaturgical masks
ignorance – but he would smile and urge
that share this rule of three, but my father
me to keep watching. Because I love my
never found it humorous. He would
dad, I would – because of him, I always
instead point out that comedy and tragedy
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are intertwined more tightly than oft
noticed, citing Romeo and Juliet to prove
his point; after all, until Mercutio dies,
the play is a comedy of mirth and jokes
aplenty. Mercutio even jokes at his own
death, symbolizing the moment this play
turns tragic. The distance between a third
joke and the falling of a tear might be a
simple breath. It might be a daughter,
jinxing it. It might be a life and two deaths.
Third time’s the unexpected, at points.
My grandfather – Mom’s dad –
chose “Papa” as his grandparent name.
When my aunt was pregnant with my
oldest cousin, I assume he thought
long and hard about whether or not he
wanted that first grandchild – and all the
subsequent ones – to have the chance to
name him, so he picked his own name.
As a trans person, I can respect choosing
your own name. I wonder what he would
have said about my name, if I had had the
chance to tell him. He probably would
have just called me Skootch (rhymes
with butch), my part of the trio that are
my brothers and me: Itch, Skootch, and
Noodge. Or maybe just Bruiser—another
nickname gifted to me by him. He’s dead,
which is why I speak in what if ’s and past
tense. He was a fan of humor, despite his
hard façade.
When I ask my father about my
Papa, his father-in-law, he will often
default to my mother’s thoughts of him,
since he’s her father, after all. Even when
I insist, he refrains from talking about
his own opinion, instead making general

statements that I’ve known all my life. He
was mighty imposing when they first met.
He loved a naval crime procedural. He
loved his family. My dad isn’t easily cowed,
but it’s not hard to imagine how his first
interaction with his then-girlfriend’s father
went; the stereotypical protective man who
just wanted the best man for his youngest
daughter. I can imagine them bonding over
NCIS, a tv show that’s just about a year
younger than me, as the older man helped
my father wrangle two or three young
children. I can remember the pride in his
eyes, in both of their eyes, as I caught my
grandfather up on the happenings of my
life whenever I saw him. My dad called
him a good man right to the end, and I
can’t help but agree.
My grandfather was born in 1931, a
first-generation American living with his
Croatian parents in Brooklyn. In 1998 – the
year my older brother was born – at the
age of 67, he was diagnosed with stage one
prostate cancer. In my mother’s words, this
cancer was “surgically cured” before the
year was out. In my words, he got his first
cancer carved out of him before I was even
a twinkle in my parents’ eyes. Five years
later, I was just about a year old when
he smoked his last cigarette thanks to
surgically cured stage one lung cancer, and
my mother took him aside and gave him a
stern doctoral-slash-daughterial talking-to
about his health. “Three strikes and you’re
out,” she said to him and every time she’s
told the story since. Maybe she repeats it
in a vain hope to keep him close, now that
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he’s gone. Maybe she feels an inexplicable
guilt, that she jinxed it. Maybe she’s trying
to ignore the rule of three she willed into
existence with her worried care for her
father.
He was healthy for over a decade after
that. He kept his lungs healthy as my
grandmother continued smoking on the
back porch – a habit six decades old is
hard to break, after all – and he checked
his blood sugar every morning with a
prick to his pointer. Unfortunately, insulin
and sugar-free chocolate weren’t enough
to keep him healthy, because Papa’s third
cancer wasn’t a type you could carve out.
I was thirteen or fourteen. I was mostly
sheltered from his situation. I was just a
little older than Bruce Wayne when he
lost his family, but my mother was and is a
doctor. I heard her try to control a quiver
in her voice as she listened to his details
over the phone from a home two hours
away, as she offered the little advice she
could when she held his hand so tightly I
was scared he’d lose a finger. I remember
hearing when the lymphoma moved to
his respiratory system; my parents told me
and my brothers to prepare for the worst,
but I think I prepared more for comforting
my mother through that worst than for my
own pain. I remember seeing him for one
last Christmas, hair that was always so full
finally thinning from chemotherapy, not
old age. Ever the photographer, my mom
made sure every grandchild got a photo
with the tired shell that was left of him.
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January 26th of 2017 was the day of
a phone call from my heartbroken uncle,
but I think we all watched him slowly die
over that eventful year, hearts cracking
more and more with every strained breath,
every failed attempt to stand and reassure
us. I know my grandfather better in
death than in life. I look at photographs –
lovingly kept safe and almost-new with a
love I still can’t quite understand by first
his, then my mother’s hand – as everyone
tells me about a man I wish I could have
known as myself instead of as a beautiful
name I never was. I hear about his strong
personality and remember his strong hugs
and strong laugh and curse the illnesses
that robbed me of him, of knowing him.
Little did I know that the rule of three was
not finished with my family. Third time’s
the curse, after all.
I came home from my first year of
college, sat my parents down, and asked
them to clarify exactly what medical
situation my father was dealing with, since
they were rather vague on the few phone
calls we managed during finals week. As
it turned out, my dad had put off his first
colonoscopy for a few years past the age
of qualification, and was suffering the
consequences with some fun little polyps
– a distractingly innocent sounding word
for its implications. After a summer of a
rather drastic diet change – I learned how
to season turkey burgers very well – and
many trips to the Vassar Brothers Medical
Center that I never tagged along to, I
returned to school a few weeks before my

father had half his colon pulled out. He
got to ring the bell of being cancer-free,
and we all celebrated in our own ways.
As he healed, as I spoke to him over the
phone, half terrified that I almost didn’t
get to say goodbye despite the relative nonseriousness of his cancerous cells being
“only” stage one, he reassured me through
the pale face of recovery that this won’t
happen again. That this was a one-off, not
the beginning of his own frightening rule
of three. That he’ll be healthy and that
everything will be fine. He was partially
right; he was fine. As he sat in his favorite
chair and healed, as I walked down the
hallway of my dorm building with a spring
in my step, my mother called me and said
that she didn’t want me to find out in any
other way on a warm September day, but
Tori was dead.
I last saw Tori McCarthy in the
middle of an infamous March. As a local
involved with theatre, Tori was well-known
and well-loved as being the director of my
middle-high school musicals, and outside
of shows she did with my dad, that was
my frame of reference for her. She had
dismissed rehearsal for my senior year
musical, and we were all rushing to catch
the buses home or to make it to our cars
before the buses pulled out and slowed
our trips down. I had hung behind to
ask her a quick question—something
so unimportant that I can’t remember it
now – but by the time she finished her
previous conversation I was pressed for
time and had to run. Instead, I told her it

could wait. I said I’d see her next week.
The first lockdown started the next day. I
kept virtual tabs on her because she was
kind and I almost knew her well, following
her life and her struggle. She was vocal
and public about her leukemia, about the
details that my mother, as her primary
care doctor, was also privy to but didn’t
share and I respected, about the blast
crisis that confounded her illness, about
the pneumonia that only got worse at the
end. She still supported the things she
loved: theatre and powerlifting and her
family. She lost her strength. She lost her
white blood cells. She lost her fight. She
died during a September filled with falling
leaves and over a year of no contact with
me. She died as my father was beginning
to walk again after his surgery. She died as
he reassured me that everything would be
okay. I still laugh at old jokes I remember. I
still wonder if we were friends.
Tori was less than half a year ago.
Just as I began thinking of her without
crying, without wanting to tear my heart
out and hold it just to feel her presence
again, without my breath catching at every
stray memory of her name, my father
knocked on my door while I laid in my
bed during winter break, calling out my
name, asking if I was awake. It was a habit
of ours while I was home from school, as I
tended to fully utilize my time off to relax,
but something in his words pulled me to
respond faster than normal. “Kevin died,”
he managed through my closed door, and
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I could finally pinpoint his tone of voice:
grieving.
Kevin Archambault had colon
cancer. He wasn’t as vocal about his
journey as Tori was, but I also didn’t
know him as well. I knew him as my
father’s friend, as Tori’s friend, as a strong
presence in the local theatre where the
three of them did shows together, as the
prospective leader of said theatre, slated
to take over running the place from the
aging figurehead in the near future. I
barely knew him, but my heart still broke
as I watched a video he had recorded that
the local theatre released on the day of
his death. My eyes welled up as he broke
down on camera, wishing his found family
a long life after digitally admitting that he
wouldn’t have one of his own. The tears
poured as my father ambled past me, not
quite himself, expressing his sorrow in a
way utterly foreign to me.
I wonder what he was thinking
about. I wonder if he had seen the video. I
wonder if his mind wandered to the same
places mine did. Why did he survive and
not his friends? Why not Tori, why not
Kevin? Why did he have to lose them,
so soon after his own recovery, during
his own recovery? Two people within six
months of his surgical cure. They’d both
been suffering from their cancers for
longer than he knew about his, and they’d
both been so strong, so supportive of his
struggles. He’d been supportive in turn, I
know, but something makes me wonder.
Did the rule of three cross his mind?
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Perhaps I’m clinging to the death of
Kevin, a man I barely knew, to try and pry
some cruel irony, a piece of dark humor,
from a horrible tragedy. Perhaps, if I link
his death to Tori’s, to the life of my father,
the deaths are over. Perhaps I won’t have
to see someone else lose a friend, lose
a family member, lose a life. Perhaps I
can keep my father’s brush with death as
an ironic first. Perhaps I will never stop
mourning the confusion of Tori as a heart
wrenching second. Perhaps I can celebrate
the life of Kevin as a resolving third.
Perhaps the rule of three is done with me.

Reflections
by Téa Ceresini
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City Lights

front of a street performer in the middle
of the large sidewalk and began to dance
by Mylea Neidig
along to the music spilling from his guitar.
She pulled her lover close, smiling as the
I looked out the window of the train
music filled their ears. The girl closed her
as it passed through the city, the bright
eyes as the couple melted further into their
lights twinkling in my eyes. The streetlights
embrace, swaying to the music as they held
outside cast a faint glow on the pedestrians
each other. The city never slowed down for
who made their way around the city, hailing
them, people still pushing past, but they
cabs or pushing past one another. I watched
stayed together, basking in their moment
a businessman in a suit and tie rush past a
under the glow of the city lights.
group of people as he talked on the phone,
I felt him shift in the seat next to
his eyebrows furrowed. Opposite of him, a
me, laying his head on my shoulder with a
mother pulled her daughter along as the
sigh. My muscles tensed up at this, pulling
child stopped in front a toy store, looking
my mind back to the dusty train seat I was
through the glass at the toys on display. I
sitting on. I looked down at my him, my
saw a teenager pass the mother, her hair
lover, only to find him fast asleep, a peaceful
dyed black and purple with an earbud cord
expression on his face. I stayed stiff, taking
snaking down the front of her body. Just
my eyes off him to look out the window
behind her was a young couple holding
again, now finding that the city had passed
hands as they admired the sights of the
me by. The bright lights were now soft
city around them. The girl held tightly
shadows against the farm fields the train
onto her boyfriend’s hand, pointing out
took us through, reminding me of home. I
various things in the city that caught her
felt my shoulders drop, the excitement and
eye. The boy in tow smiled along with her,
bustle of the city and that couple leaving
taking his eyes off her only for a moment
me at once, replaced by the monotony of
to acknowledge the pointing before settling
the small town we passed through and the
back on her. She motioned him towards a
one we were destined to be heading back to.
small boutique with mannequins adorning
I let out a breath I hadn’t realized I’d been
flashy clothing in its front display, running
holding and scooted closer to the window,
up to press her face against the glass and
causing him to slide down my side and onto
look at the people inside. As she turned
my lap. I pressed face against the glass,
away from the storefront, she caught sight
watching it fog up under my warm breath.
of the row of bright lights above a theatre
I let my heavy eyes close, willing images of
sign, displaying showtimes of movies and
the couple’s dance under the city lights to
musicals I’ve never heard of. I watched her
replace the apathy that lived in my mind as
skip forwards and race towards a widened
I drifted off to sleep.
sidewalk, pulling her boyfriend along as
he stumbled behind her. She stopped in
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Autumn’s Fleeting
Resolve
by Hannah McConnell

Goodbyes
by Natalie Meyer

He slips between my fingers, sand in glass,

I find the hidden corners
On this campus I call home.
Unearthing ancient secrets
Neither here, nor there, alone.

Like we were never meant to meet that night,

The spirits of old past lives
Reach out and beckon to me.
Who has walked these trodden paths?
Do they haunt the maple tree?

A gift enough. For still he’ll stay close by

I feel them in my presence
When I meditate and reflect.
All the worldly knowledge is
Available to dissect.

When words arrest to death within my lungs,

Among the squirrels and chipmunks,
Between the hawk and larks,
Are stories of sentient
Creatures; burned upon the bark.

To suffer as he walks away. I know

By chance walking the paths and plans that
trace
Shared aspirations. Yet, to meet at all,
In memories that bind my chest and throat
With knots, that tangle love and loss until
I cannot tell them from each other; and,
These thoughts will stay. I keep my hopes at
bay
Through pain, inevitable as it were
Him well as he would let me; craving more
Is my curse: the more I know, the more it hurts.

To walk around the Lake
And step away from class,
Each moment spent in Nature
Forges memories from the past.
I forgive my problems here
While kneeling in the Dell.
Look to the stars,
Past crimson trees,
And escape from a monotonous Hell.
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Reverie

by Paige Keyser

Upon the hills of meadow green
I saw a splendid shape of dream.
A shape of dream whose eyes a gleam
Of what could be seen in state of mind…
Of state of mind… oh, blissful mind.
Do tear apart the seams of what
Is real and find my reverie.

Capitol Reef, National Park by Hannah McConnell
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back and keep them out. His brother’s gaze
fell onto him, admiring the childlike wonby Mylea Neidig
der in his eyes as he looked out over the land
beyond the wall, as if it were all theirs. The
The colorful van sat idle, it’s back
older pushed himself off the top, landing on
propped open with a long metal pole. The
the ground with a thump. He turned to lift the
brothers sat together in the back of the van,
looking over the hills of their city, their home. smaller up, a soft breeze blowing through his
The sun covered the two like a spotlight, shin- blonde hair as his older brother shifted him in
the air, setting him down gently on the ground
ing across their faces and illuminating their
below. An orange and pink glow coated their
smiles. They chatted for hours about everyfaces as they set off towards the sunset, their
thing and nothing, as if they were kids again,
lost in their own little world. They were happy hands linked together tightly, never letting go.
He heaved open the back door to the
to be in each other’s company, watching as the
blue sky turned pink, the sun beginning to dip van, wincing at the loud squeal that sounded
from the discolored door. He reached into the
below the horizon. He suggested they head
vehicle, pulling out the metal pole they used
home, worried about the cold seeping into
to hold the door open, now rusted and cortheir bones, about the class he can’t miss in
roding, staining his hands a dark orange color.
the morning. The younger agreed, hoping off
He crawled onto the bumper, situating himself
the edge of the van, which squeaked in reply.
He threw his arm around his little brother, his to look out over the city. Silence fell over him,
only the sounds of cars whizzing through the
body heat encasing the younger like a fluffy
city audible. The sun was almost gone, only a
blanket. He led the boy down the hill, the
lights of the city fading out behind them. They sliver peeking out over the horizon, the moon
making its appearance opposite to it. The boy
soon reached the wall, a brick wall meant to
shivered, pulling his arms around himself
keep people out of the private property. The
older jumped onto the structure, sitting on top into a hug. He could hear his brother’s words
ring through his head, chastising him for not
of it for a moment, looking out over the setbringing a coat, telling him he would catch a
ting sun. With a sigh, he turned to his brothcold. His mind began to wander, questioning
er, reaching out a hand to pull him up. The
younger took his hand, gripping it tightly as he what his brother might be doing. Is he at a
was pulled up onto the wall. He stood on top, party, talking to his new friends and meeting girls? Or is he in bed, ensuring he gets
his hands placed confidently on his hips as
he conquered the wall that tried to hold them enough sleep so he can take good notes in
class tomorrow? He was sure of the second

The Wall
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option, knowing how his brother
used to be about school. Sighing, he
turned his attention back to the sky,
admiring the stars twinkling above
the city, adding to its glow. Another
shudder shot through his body as
he wrapped his arms tighter around
himself, watching the looping trails
his breath made in the cold night air.
Soon the cold got to him as uncontrollable shivers pulsed through his
body. He stood unsteadily, pushing
back the pole as he moved away
from the van, deserting it once
again. The wind whipped around
him, slapping his cheeks as he
trudged towards the brick wall, now
covered in a thick sheet of ivy vines.
He stopped in front of it, staring up
at its plateau, wondering when it got
so tall, so unreachable. Grumbling,
he hoisted himself on top of the
wall, kicking his legs as he struggled to pull himself up. He breathed
heavily as he lay on the flat surface,
his gaze fluttering over to the hill, to
the faded van sitting on its peak. He
slowly caught his breath, taking one
last look at their spot before leaping
off the wall. He walked away into
the darkness, tracing over the spots
on his hand his brother used to hold
tightly, never letting go.
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Snow in the Summertime
by Lucy Krug

Emerald Cascade
by Alexis Cooper

Sometimes you feel like snow in the summertime:
Cold and only a dream when I want you to be mine.
The flakes looked delicate and pretty at first,
But as it kept snowing, the blizzard got worse.
I didn’t expect it—this whole winter storm
When the weatherman told me it’d be warm.
We are living in two very different seasons,
And all I can do is hope there’s a good reason
As I put on my coat and head out the door
Grateful for my layers and wishing for more.
Sometimes you feel like snow in the summertime,
Just like I do when I tell you that I’m fine.

Vanilla in the Afternoon
by Paige Keyser

Dig deep the mast of Vanilla;
Steadfast the taste that holds her tongue, Camilla.
God, how sweet the stream
With such power of a dream.
Feels stiff and cold like waking up with dew
Can make the skin feel brand new.
Down falls the plant, the bloom,
To reach the fruit that will be consumed.
It makes custard from beans
So children may beam.
It will conjure up thoughts so splendid
With a glance of the buff beauty all blended.
The hard pod so naturally brown,
Could simply make you drown.
Oh, the scent, oh the taste, Vanilla.
So perfect like the meaning of Jamila.
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Songbird

by Isabelle Brodbeck
Looking at his reflection with his
t-shirt torn, and parts of his hair ripped out
he quickly realizes what he did. His olive skin
was spotted with blood and his large hands
were finally trembling in terror. Turning his
head toward the flickering computer enraged
he grabbed it, throwing it, smashing it till it
was shattered into thousands of pieces. With
tears in his eyes, he remembers the days. The
days he looked forward to seeing her and was
entranced by her. Now forever being a figment
of his imagination; something that will only
be in his dreams for all of eternity. He knew
his time was coming, and soon he too will be
a figment of everyone’s imagination.
It was a cold and gloomy day outside, but
he was protected downstairs in a dimly lit
room, all he needed was his bed and computer. Walking into his room he closed the
door taking off his sports jacket and white
shirt slipping into his jeans and a worn-out
high school t-shirt from his high school days.
Turning on his computer he logged, he saw
her. Looking at her, his heart began pounding
like a thousand drums. He has been in love
with her since the first time he watched her do
her assignments. She doesn’t know who he is,
or if she does: he is just the man who is near
the candy. All Adira sees is nothing. Watching
her in everything she does gave him a sense of
wonder and bewilderment. If only he thought,
he could touch those songbird lips that sing
for everyone else but him.
Adira was slipping out of her sunset orange
shirt into her pale blue leotard since coming
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home from school. Her tightly curled raven
hair all bunched together came undone, allowing the curls to dance on her head. Turning on the music, she begins twirling around
her room, knowing no one should be watching her. She stops and quickly puts on her leggings and sweater. He finally sees her face fully
as she sits down in front of him. Marc couldn’t
help but become entranced with those eyes,
those sparkling eyes staring unknowingly into
his soul. Adira looked so concentrated, probably because her English essay was due tomorrow. Suddenly, she got up and left. He was
alone again in a cold, dark, and empty room,
wanting his Adira to come back.
Getting up and stretching, he couldn’t help
but wonder where she was going. Who was
she talking to? Pacing back and forth, he
asked these questions over and over again,
obsessively. This happened all the time. Every
time it became dim, he broke, wanting to
follow her, see her and hold her. To believe she
was his and his alone. How could he see her?
Could he even come close enough to feel her
warmth, feel her presence? As he was contemplating what to do his phone rang.
“Hey Marc, it’s Brett. I was wondering if you
wanted to go out to the bar tonight?”
“Um,” looking at his computer he was looking
to see if his songbird was coming back. Tapping his foot to decide he just spoke “ Yeah,
it’ll be cool to hangout. How’s the family?”
“Oh, you know, busy and crazy like always.
Though Adira is excited she is in the front of
her dance classes on performance! But, what
do you think of the new guy? Kinda weird,
don’t you agree?”

“ Uhhh….. Yeah! Definitely! So, what is this
dance she is in?” Marc asked in a calm fashion, but really on the inside he was yearning
to know.
“Oh you know ballet. She thinks she could become a ballerina; to be 14 again, am I right?”
Brett said with such pride in his daughter.
“Yeah, to be that young would be great! Those
were the days! Well, tell her I wish her luck,
and hope to see her soon!”
“I will tell her that! Meet you at Millers tonight at 7 pm then?”
“Yup, I will see you there!”
Ending the call, putting the phone to his lips
he knows he must at least say one word to
her. If only one, he would be living in ecstasy.
Bringing his face from his phone he stares at
the time. Five o’clock, that would give him a
good hour and a half to relax before going
to Millers. Throwing on his new light grey
shirt he brushes his hair back with a tiny bit
of gel and with a comb. Constantly looking at
his computer he wonders where his Adira is;
knowing that what he is feeling shouldn’t be.
6:00 pm and one hour to go. Millers Bar is
down the road, so he can use this time to
clean. From his cave like room, he walks into
his main living area to where his kitchen is
located. He knows he probably should eat
before he meets with Brett. Opening the pristine white cabinet to get his pan out he comes
to this slow stop. Crouched at the cabinet he
wonders what the hell is happening. Slowly
bringing his body from the crouching position
he looks at his empty living room. One reclining chair, white paint that made the rooms
feel bigger than they actually were, and his tv.
Only having necessities made Marc feel the

way he wanted to feel, but now he wants to
feel something more. He was a muted person
that will never be popping out from the background, but always in the background.
Brett was the first person to invite him out,
and since then the only one to invite him out.
Throwing the burger onto the pan searing it
from its frozen state he watched as the blood
came slowly out of the pores of the meat. He
has never really made friends anywhere he has
been at, and Brett was the only one who actively tried to hangout and become his friend.
No matter how hard Marc tried he couldn’t
feel what he felt while he looked at his songbird. He knew it was wrong, but it made it feel
so right to him. Trying to fight his urges never
panned out well, because sooner or later he
would implode. Marc knew this time would
be different. He just needed to keep watch
from afar.
Driving in his nice-looking Ford in the blackened night he was singing to the classics of
90s music. Rocking his head back and forth
he almost felt like he could forget the world
and just stay right in the car driving. It was
now 6:45 p.m. and he was driving past the lit
suburban streets taking the scenic route like
normal. Pulling into this new-old bar he saw
Brett’s red SUV parked in the parking lot.
Getting out of his car he saw Brett waiting
for him, an intimidating shadow from afar.
As he walked closer Brett’s outlined muscles
soon became a guy in his late 40s whose body
is now slowly wearing down. Brett though
still towers over any guy he meets, becoming
immediately more intimidating. Reaching out
his hand Brett echoed “Hey Marc it’s great you
could’ve joined me!”
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“Yea, definitely! How was the drive?” Marc
said in his normal quiet tone
“Ya know the streets are always being redone
and will stay closed. You have to always find a
new route to go anywhere per week!”
Walking into the bar they quickly sit down
ordering their beers and just talking about life
. Brett was talking about life; Marc was just
sitting there awkwardly trying not to touch his
combed back hair. He hated this small talk.
He hated this entire situation; all he wanted to
do was to sit at his computer and just watch.
Brett hadn’t seemed to notice Marc spacing in
and out, but Marc soon noticed Brett unable
to keep a cohesive sentence strung together.
Before he knew it he was driving Brett home
in his car to his family and Adira.
Knock. Knock. Knock. “Hello?”
“Hi I am Marc and I have your husband Mrs.
Walker. We met at Millers and had a few to
many” Marc spoke with such grace.
“Ohhh.. Thank You!” Taking her husband
from Marc’s arms she quickly looks him up
and down. “Please come in. I am so sorry for
the mess we have just been insane recently!”
“Oh no problem! Can I help with anything?”
“Oh no, please sit down I will put on some
coffee”
Moving towards the couch he looks into the
kitchen and sees her. She is busily trying to do
something. What? Marc doesn’t know all he
sees is her. Her face lifts and gives him a wave.
Waving back to her he remembers where he is,
he walks straight into the living room sitting
down on the chair furthest from the entrance
but facing in a certain direction. Mrs. Walker
comes straight towards him offering him some
warmed up meatloaf, mashed potatoes, and
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green beans. Thinking about the offer his eyes
wandered around the light grey room with
pictures surrounding him of Adiras family’s
happy memories. Thinking about the situation
he quickly investigates the kitchen wondering
if she was still in there.
Looking Mrs. Walker straight in her hazel eyes
accepts the offer “Yes thank you, I would love
to have some food. Thank you for the offer.”
Mrs. Walker brings him into the other gray
room. Seeing Adira at the counter with her
homework spewed all over her mother asks
her to get him a plate and cup. Reaching for
the items he sees the elongation of her body.
Turning his head, he stares straight ahead
keeping his eyes on a singular candlestick
holder.
“Yeah, I know it’s a bit weird.” Adira says, putting the plate down in front of him.
“What?” Marc asks questioning why she is
talking to him in such a manner
“I think it’s weird to have only one candlestick
on the table, but the other one broke and my
mom likes this one so we have to have to keep
it there” mockingly describing her opinion on
the candlestick holder.
Mrs. Walker walking into the dining room
with a big bowl of vanilla ice cream. “ Well,
how are things going in the office? Brett has
been so busy, I hardly see him anymore.”
“No, nothing new just busy looking at computers and codes all day. Nothing to exciting
honestly,” Marc said with almost a tired look
to his face. “Thank you for asking though.”
“No problem! Can’t keep the girlfriend waiting!” Mrs.Walker said with amusement in her
voice.

“Nope no girlfriend. Just me and myself,”
he said, rubbing his neck with his hand that
could wrap around his neck.
Mrs. Walker looked away in shame. “Well, you
have time. You are still young, and you have to
make sure you are ready too. Trust me, it is a
huge commitment in everything!”
Ten minutes later, walking out to his car, Marc
is stumbling over his own feet. Mrs. Walker
is at the door watching him from a far with a
worried look on her face. To Marc, it seemed
all too real. His songbird is too real for him.
That was her home, her family. Jumping into
his car, he drives down the lit streets for a
while, circling around neighborhoods, pondering what he was doing. Was this really who
he was? Popping on the music, he then drove
into the abyss for hours on end not knowing
where he was going. He passed by this beautiful lake.
Stopping there, he knew that Adira would
love to be there. Marc imagined it during the
summer with the sun beaming on the lake and
the water warmed where one can swim in it
without the cold shivering down their spines.
Hopping back into his car, he knows how he
can finally have the sun in his world.
Driving into his driveway, he parked his car
and got out in despair. Opening the door, he
went into his living room sitting in his recliner
staring at the stark white wall. If Marc was being honest, he couldn’t tell anymore when one
room ended, and another began. Going into
his room, he slumped into his chair. Opening
his computer to a darkened screen the brightness of the screen hits his eyes, he logs on to
see his songbird. Staring at the screen, she
doesn’t come on. One hour passes, and she

still hasn’t come on. Time passes, and he slowly falls asleep in his chair thinking of Adira.
His dreams were that of her singing. Seeing
her brought him warmth in his lonely dreams.
The dreams were warm and bright, and he felt
like finally dancing in the world. He was no
longer in the background, but people knew his
name. They knew who he was, and she loved
him as much as he loved her. He felt like he
was Alexander the Great and could conquer
the world. It was a restful sleep, the best sleep
he would ever have.
Waking from this sleep, he knows what he
must do. Going to work, he said “hello” to
Brett and talked about the eventful night before. They laughed and chatted. Having lunch
together, they discussed the good old days
when they were younger, and days were better.
Marc turned on all the charm allowing his
natural charisma to take charge. Soon, Marc
was invited again over to Brett’s home to have
dinner. Step one is now complete.
Walking to the Walkers’ house, he had a red
bottle of wine. Knocking on the door, he was
greeted by the entire family. He only noticed
Adira in a red top and skinny blue jeans. She
was becoming a fine young woman who was
very passionate in everything that she did. She
had this heart; a heart he never knew she had.
Marc was so impressed with everything she
had done that he knew it had to happen tonight. When the children went away to finish
what they had to do, he opened his bottle of
wine and got the glasses for his hosts. Mixing
a powder into it, he gave it to them. Within an
hour, they were passed out.
Removing himself from the table, he grabbed
the singular candlestick holder and went and
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knocked on Adiras door. Opening her door,
she was still wearing her red top and skinny
jeans. Surprised, she froze into a statue. Opening her mouth to scream, Marc hit her over
the head with the candlestick holder with so
much force that he was afraid he broke open
her skull. Picking her up, he brought her to his
car and loaded her into her front seat. Putting
himself into the front seat, he began driving.
Driving past the lighted suburban streets
and past the quiet police station, he was still
driving. Slowly, Adira opened her eyes, having
moans spill out due to the pain in her head.
She began to open her eyes not knowing
where she was and spoke with a shaky voice,
“What happened, and what are you going to
do to me?”
“We are meant to be! Can’t you see that Adira!” Marc said with such a possessive voice
with his hand trying to touch her face.
“Please don’t do whatever you want to do!
Please,” she pleaded and sobbed through her
shaking voice. Adiras’ sobbing face slowly
turned into rage. “What happened to my parents! What did you do to them!”
“Stop it! Just stop! Can’t you see what I see!”
he said, pushing onto the pedal to go faster.
Adira had already unlocked the door and was
gone by the time his head turned around.
Breaking on the pedal, he jumped out of the
car as fast as he could. Running towards her,
he saw her trip. Jumping upon her, she started
grabbing his hair, ripping it out, and scratching his face. He still wouldn’t let go, and soon,
he was zoned out, soon hitting her and dragging her back to his car. The rest, he cannot
remember. He woke up in his own bed but in
bloody and ripped clothes.
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Looking at himself in the mirror, he only
remembers half though that is enough to
end him. Marc wasn’t worried about himself
though but about Adira. Furthermore, he
doesn’t know what happened after his blackout. Within a second, he runs to the computer
and logs on to see if she was okay. He waits for
3 hours, and nothing. He soon knows what he
must do. If what he suspects is true, he must
be with her. Rejoin her in the light.
Soon, he was in his car, driving to the last
place he knew he could rejoin her. Driving
around the corner, he increased his speed,
speed that is utterly dangerous, and then,
blasts his music. Splash! Strapped into his seat
sinking underneath the water, Marc began to
hold his breath, allowing the water to engulf
him into its strong cold arms. Within his final
moments, he sees her dancing and singing
on the grass with such innocence, and such
purity that he may finally possess within his
last breath.

Grace Has Fallen by Natalie Costa-Ouimet

Lightning Bug by Rebecca Russell
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Auschwitz

by Elizabeth Petlick
An absolute silence enveloped the
open field without a tree in sight, cut directly
through the middle by a railroad track. One
train car stood motionless in the middle of
the track where it had stood for the past few
decades. This very train car had been used to
bring in some of the countless victims of this
camp.
As I approached the train car to take
a closer look, the unwavering sun beat down
straight above me. A few steps away from the
car, I paused, putting on a headset over my
ponytail and plugging it into my Walkman.
Everyone else in my tour group did the
same. Our guide with a short brown bob
and a heavy Polish accent began her somber
narrative, reciting the story of what this place
used to be.
We traveled beyond the field to
a small group of buildings arranged in a
simple block pattern. As I entered the first
large room of the first building on our tour,
I saw shoes of all types, from children to
adult’s, luggage of all sizes and colors, hair,
often in a braid sliced near the scalp, and
all sorts of kitchen supplies, from pots and
pans to spoons and forks, were piled by
the hundreds on display. They were small,
leftover pieces of the people who had once
been.
These relics told the stories of the
victims of this horrific camp. A broken
promise of freedom in a land far away, a ride
in a train car surrounded by darkness with
nothing to eat or drink, and years of suffering
with no hope of escape. Any attempt to run
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away would result in an almost certain death.
If starvation, hypothermia, or an escape
attempt didn’t kill you, a shower in one of the
special gas chambers would do the job. What
would compel someone to create this place,
where people were slaughtered like cattle
and their bodies couldn’t be burned quick
enough to keep up with the rate at which
they were being murdered? It seemed so farfetched at the time that most people denied
and refused to accept its existence.
Arriving in another building, we
walked through a hall filled with pictures
and a list of names of the victims of this
camp. Each told the tragic story of a person
who had lived here. Some people only
lasted days or weeks, some were here the
entirety of the camp’s existence. My eyes
were drawn to a black and white picture
showing the smiling face of a young girl, no
older than twelve or thirteen. Her head was
full of beautiful curly dark locks, and she
was wearing a schoolgirl’s outfit. I stopped
for a moment, wondering what her life
must have been like. What horrors had she
experienced? How much pain had she felt?
The tour guide led us across the field
again towards another group of buildings
still perfectly preserved from the Holocaust.
These were the living quarters where beds
were either a small bit of straw or simply just
concrete on the ground, no heat or blankets
ever in sight. I couldn’t imagine having to
live in these conditions; I was so used to my
comfortable memory foam bed and quilt
blanket to keep me warm at night.
Next, the tour guide took us through
the torture chambers, and into the buildings
that housed the ovens built to burn bodies.
Hitler and his henchmen had come up

with the most efficient way to dispose of
their victims’ bodies so that the outside
world would never find out about the mass
genocide that was happening here and
decide to intervene. A high barbed wire
electrically powered fence surrounded the
camp, and several watch towers were evenly
spaced for the Nazis to sit in during the day.
It was the perfect way to securely keep the
campers in and very few ever escaped with
their lives.
Leaving the developed block and
walking back out onto the field, all of us
in the tour group looked around at each
other, but what could we say? We couldn’t
even begin to fathom the horrors people
had endured here. It was easy to distance
ourselves from these thoughts, but here we
were, standing where they once stood less
than 100 years ago. During my tour, all my
day-to-day concerns seemed minute. In the
sheltered world of 21st century America that
I had grown up in, I never knew true hunger,
cold, or despair. I had contracted the flu the
week before traveling to Poland and was
plagued by agonizing symptoms (a pounding
headache, immense sinus pressure, and
terrible congestion), yet I couldn’t even
fathom how insignificant my suffering
was compared to what these individuals
had endured. The horrific conditions that
they had to brave, and the way that the
survivors were impacted was something
that none of us could understand. I wish
that more people would visit this place and
have a chance to feel what I felt. Some of
the buildings in Auschwitz have fallen into
ruin, but most are still well preserved. The
camp still stands today, serving as a solemn
reminder of the Holocaust.

3/21/20

by Hannah McConnell

There’s grandeur in
the walked path solace among the
barren trees and littered leaves.
I find myself best
within the echoing wood
on a new Spring Day.
A fox trots before sneaking
into a sunken hole.
The turtle paints itself
as runes against a
moss covered rock:
A black snake curls
and coils into a
rotted tree stump.
Fresh. Alive. Rejuvenated.
The evergreens are awake.
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I Love You
by Emily Reed

December 17, 2014. Wednesday night.
Around 8:30 PM.
“Come on Emily. We have to go.”
“Goodbye Grandma.”
“I love you.”
Those were the last words I heard from 		
my grandma.
My grandma, Jean Lorraine Tarselli
was and still is my angel. Whenever I think
of her, I think of her favorite purple shirt that
had a floral print on it. She would usually
wear her black pants and her black slippers
to complete the ensemble. I remember the
“salt and pepper” hair she had because it was
brunette with a hint of gray. My grandma was
a sweet woman who was plump and a little
over five feet tall. I can still picture her smile
that lit up any room she was in. From the day I
came home from China, my grandma was my
biggest fan. Even before I knew who she was,
she was waiting for me to come home.
As a young child I suffered from
separation anxiety. After going from an
orphanage, to foster care, and finally to
my parents, I think my nine-month-old
unconscious mind was worried about being
abandoned. When I came home, I was
attached to my mom and dad. Nobody else
could hold me until my grandma came along.
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The days I spent with my grandma play in
my mind every day. When I first visited my
grandma’s house it started as mornings with
Grandma. She wanted more time with me, so
my mom let me stay in the morning and in
the afternoon. As time went on, it switched
to a whole day with Grandma and finally to
sleepovers with Grandma. I never complained
because I enjoyed the time we spent together.
My grandma and I loved playing cards and
board games together. I would watch TV
shows in the morning while she prepared my
breakfast, and when she was younger, she
would take me to the mall to go shopping.
She would sing songs for me that she created,
and she would rock me back and forth until
I fell asleep in her arms. I remember this one
day specifically. I was probably around four
years old and I went to visit my grandma
after gymnastics. After a long and busy day, I
sat with her as she sang “My Precious Honey
Bunny.” She made that song for me when I
came home from China and from that point
on, I was “Honey Bunny” to my grandma.
My grandma was not rich in money,
but her heart was rich in kindness. She
would never hurt a fly and she was genuine
to everyone she met. She would mail cards to
her family and friends every year for different
holidays and their birthdays. My grandma was
humble, and she never bragged about her life,
however, I know she made an impact on other

people in some way. My mom’s one friend
still makes comments about my grandma’s
exceptional personality and how her cooking
was amazing. My grandma made homemade
applesauce, which my mom makes every year
at Thanksgiving. She also made shepherd’s pie
that included homemade mashed potatoes.
Some of my favorite meals and recipes come
from my grandma. Whenever I eat or think
of those specific meals, it brings back happy
memories of my grandma.
My grandma paid attention to the
little things. Paying attention to the little
things made a huge difference and always
made me feel loved. She always made sure I
had Hershey’s chocolate milk when I came
over to her house because she knew it was my
favorite. She bought me American Girl Doll
clothing because she loved me. My grandma
was willing to sacrifice anything in order to
make sure her children and grandchildren
were happy.
When I was younger my grandma
would attend dance recitals, cook, bake, and
more. As time went on, my grandma’s health
deteriorated. She struggled with traveling,
and she was not able to come to different
events or even family holiday parties. August
before fifth grade, my grandma almost died.
She was in ICU and things were not looking
great. I thought I lost her, but she was strong
and pulled through. My grandma’s strength

amazed me. She was a cancer survivor and
after other health scares, it always seemed like
she came back stronger. In December of 2014,
I did not realize my life was going to change
in a few weeks. I was in sixth grade, and I
received the lead role in my theatre’s holiday
production. After weeks of rehearsal, the show
was finally here. A week before opening night
my grandma ended up in the hospital. She had
congestive heart failure and her kidneys were
failing because she was diabetic. Before I went
to dance on December 17, 2014, I went to visit
my grandma with my mom. My grandma was
not present or herself, but I was just happy to
see her awake. It was around 8:30 and I had to
leave for dance.
“Come on Emily. We have to go.”
“Goodbye Grandma.”
“I love you.”
Those were the last words I heard from my
grandma.
On Friday December 19, 2014, my
grandma passed away. She lived for 81 years,
and I only knew her for eleven of them. It
breaks my heart when people of any age
disrespect their grandparents. I would do
anything to have one more day with my
grandma. One last dance recital she could
attend. One last meal. One last anything. My
grandma, Jean Lorraine Tarselli was and still
is my angel. My grandma was my biggest fan,
but more importantly, I was hers.
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Gears of Time by Rebecca Russell
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Fishbowl by Ingrid Peura
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Cars

by Ireland Keeney

Cars have always been strange to me.
I understand the practicality behind them.
They were a machine that breaks down if one thing goes wrong.
Four tires that can pop.
A part can overheat.
All of which would stop the car in its tracks.
A deep sigh came from me as my breath clouded around my mouth.
The air was cold on my face as my mother smiled at me.
The snow crunched beneath my boots as I made my way towards the culprit:
The popped tire.
Just my luck.
The snow was my only witness to my failure the first time.
My mother offered me helping advice as she stood in the snow.
She didn’t really know what she was doing.
Her voice was comforting in the silence of the snowy forest.
The snow fell harder.
A text came through with my sister’s caller ID.
She must have just gotten home from the church.

Poem from the Heart
by Catherine Bernadette Paschos

Dear Felicity Anne,
So carefree. Maybe?
Happy. Possibly, now that you are heavenly
Tenderly. Definitely.
Freaky, sneaky, stinky?
Well Felicity,
I am writing this to you, so you may meet me
I am a sister to Ben and Lucy
And Aunt to you and Teddy
You are the new addition to their family
And always will be
I wish I could see
You run wild and free
You play with stuffies
You dress as sleeping beauty
And show you the great lights of the city
And hear you speak words so sincerely
But you like time can sometimes be a mystery
Take it easy, Cassie P.

A single tire was enough to stop the entire car.
I guess that’s how life works, too.
A single person leaving is enough to make your whole life stop,
Isn’t that right, Mom?
I looked over;
I was greeted with the empty passenger seat as tears began to fall.
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Matthew, Why do you Want to be a Doctor?
by Matthew Oleskowitz

I was playing a pretty good game so
far… at least for the 5 minutes that I was on
the court. I scored a couple of points and had
an assist. Everything was going well. On our
next possession my teammate turned the ball
over and now the other team was racing down
the court to score. I was the last man back
and I had to play defense against two people.
What I didn’t realize at the time was that my
shoe was untied. Untied shoes and basketball
don’t mix very well. I was backpedaling when
I stepped on my own shoelace and began to
fall backwards. As any normal person would
do, I put my hands down to break my fall. The
problem was, I put my hands too far behind
me so that they hit the floor first rather than
my backside. My hands (more specifically,
my wrists) absorbed almost all the weight
of the fall. It happened so quickly, and there
was nothing I could do to prevent it. I simply
reached my arms back to break my fall. I initially didn’t feel any pain, but something certainly didn’t feel right. Once I tried to dribble
the ball with my left hand, I knew something
was wrong. It was a sharp pain, as if someone was poking my forearm with an icepick
over and over. However, the pain wasn’t the
problem. I had played with pain before. The
problem here was strength. It felt as if my
hand wasn’t connected to the rest of my arm.
It was just flopping around. I’m left handed so
this was a problem. At halftime, I wrapped it
as tightly as I could and somehow played the
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rest of the game, not knowing that it would
be that last 8th grade basketball game I’d ever
play.
It was in fourth grade when I first realized that I wanted to be a doctor. My teacher
was showing a video about the nervous system
and I instantly became hooked. I found it
amazing that the brain can tell the body to
perform any and all functions, even as I write
this essay, my brain is transmitting the signals
to my fingers to type the letters that are needed to form words. My brain is also thinking
ahead to what the next sentence, paragraph,
and page will say. As a fourth grader, it fascinated me that everything my body does is
because of one organ inside of my head. Of
course, everyone around me thought that it
was “cute” when I told them that I wanted to
be a doctor when I grow up, but for me it felt
different. I just knew that I had to be a part of
something that was so interesting.
After the X-ray, the doctor came into
the room. He meticulously looked at the
scans. I was staring at him. I was obsessed just
watching him trace the various bones in my
wrist with his hand. He gazed at the X-ray for
another minute then turned around and firmly pushed on my lower forearm, just above
my left wrist. It was a sharp, intense pain and
I quickly withdrew my hand from his grip.
“That hurt, didn’t it?”, he asked. I told him that
it did and he then looked at my mom and said
“He broke his wrist, he’ll be in a cast for four
weeks.” He then turned to me and showed me

exactly where the break was. It was tiny, just a
little mark below my left thumb. I remember
wondering how such a small fracture could
cause so much pain. It was an amazing thing
to experience. He explained to me that I had a
“buckle fracture”. Unlike most fractures which
are caused by twisting or striking, buckle
fractures are caused by compression. When I
extended my hands to break my fall, I favored
the left side and the bone compressed until it
cracked. The doctor said it is similar to stomping on a soda can. He asked me if I had any
questions, and I said no. I was then sent off to
have my cast put on.
When I got into the car with my mom,
I was actually happy. My doctor was so relatable. He played basketball in college, so he was
able to understand my story when I told him
how the injury happened. He also explained
things so thoroughly and left me with no
questions about how to take proper care of
my wrist. From fourth to eighth grade, I had
always told people that I wanted to be a neurologist because of how interesting the brain
was. However, from eighth grade until now,
I tell people that I want to go into orthopedic
surgery/sports medicine. I feel like my background with sports will help me relate to my
patients and have good bedside manner, just
as my doctor had with me.
Since that day in fourth grade, I’ve
never considered pursuing a career outside
of medicine. It has become a passion for me
and it will continue to inspire me to make new
discoveries as I strive to help other athletes on
their road to recovery.

Sunburned

by Jamie Hallman

I didn’t know it was possible to steal the
sun.
Yet here you are—
plucking it out of the sky and holding it
out to me in your hands.
Some of the golden rays leaked down your
wrists
Slipped through the cracks of your fingers.
The molten warmth must have burned.
Your smile didn’t even falter.
I wanted to take it.
You have to believe me.
More than anything else, I wanted to replace my heart with the one you gave me.
But my hands wouldn’t stop shaking
And I wasn’t quick enough to catch it.
I had to walk away
And let you pick up the pieces for the both
of us.
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Freedom
by Téa Ceresini

Atlantic Sunrise
by Ezekiel Ciafre
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I Am the Shadows and I Need Your Sunshine
by Natalie Meyer

Clear and sunny in your mind,
large-scale happenings generate light in fireflies,
stir up the printed papers of our love and
the shape and charge of extremely tight contact,
heat and pressure and the tranquility of a trilling flute
feels like flying, until crucial women come
hoping to find you.
And here I am, blossoming profusely
with a feeling of uneasy liberty.
I didn’t have more than one, and wouldn’t.
Crashing down, life is over.
The closeness of pain
as a boy being chased
by a sinister wolf in a sinister world,
who, for nothing except instant success
crafts an inception of many talents
and a pile of smooth words to throw
to take you away from me.
A welcome bit of playfulness
arrives in a faded house sparking with energy,
the temperature and the chemical environment I made
contribute to the exclusiveness of one corner of the square,
my corner,
and the nomenclature of a thousand flavors
of cinnamon, sugar, and vanilla
in a curious partnership with inflammation on my tongue
tastes like the memories of you.
Yet with your lowly elegance,
a go-getter with instant success,
perpetually refreshing like a pond in the big city,
carefree as a conductor of the wild
catapulting into the history of the deep,
cozy but conspiratorial to make a living,
you came back.
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Auras Captured by Eyes Unblinking
by Connor Lawrence

It is said that the eyes are the window to the soul –
Emotion and secret, like subterranean pools of sapphire and obsidian, lay bare and unbound,
Available for harvest by observant minds.
I of clairvoyance manifest sensory troughs and valleys into radiant color,
My gift the aperture into sensation –
Let my eyes act as the lantern that elucidates the obfuscated walls of the Within.
Spheres of chroma surround each moment and person that passes by,
Human diverging into glow and wave,
Correspondent to both the Observable and the Locked Away.
Nothing is secret to me, yet I revere the sanctity of concealed thoughts;
Emotion ubiquitous in my sight, yet I remain the silent observer,
Witness to a plane unlocked by my mind’s key,
Using the extracted visions as neither soothsayer nor tyrant,
But as The Watcher.
Existence embedded in perpetual discovery and self-removal,
Oscillating between fields of deepest sensations,
Flagellated on all sides by prisms of gleaming crystalline structure.
To blink would be to enshroud the mystified in unreality, so my eyes remain ever open.
As I walk to a destination that ultimately matters not, I glimpse into dimensions subconscious,
My mind’s tendrils touching expanses of thought.
An almost perfect frame of vibrant blue joy is jaggedly demarcated by the venomous purple
mire of his father’s death;
In another, their periwinkle façade of shining outward tranquility is barbed with the fierce
black tinges of cavernous despondency.
Like a concerto written in introspection, dissonance unfolds before me,
Colors ever-clashing with swells of brighter and darker,
Seemingly paradoxical, at the behest of nature,
Then resolving into an ocean of extrication, only to return once more into flickering reality.
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To Build a Home
by Adam Wolfe

she didn’t want to be. Typically, when I looked
into her eyes, they were like pearls, gleaming
among the plain flesh that surrounded them.
In this moment the light was clouded. There
was a storm brewing, thunderous and bold,
electrifying her thoughts. She was fighting
herself, and I could see it, I had really messed
up.
Brick.

Golden Falls
by Alexis Cooper

A connection isn’t something you get
to choose to have with somebody, or something you can control. It seems to be something that just is. It exists among those who
care for each other, and fools those who are
driven by lust. At times, it can be faked in a
valiant attempt at forcing something that is
“Hey,” I muttered, “Can we just get
obvious to the world that it is not meant to be.
back
to
dinner and leave this for later?”
The problem is, once a foundation is cracked
“Sure.
Whatever
you think is best.”
beyond repair, the home which it supports
is bound to come crashing down. Brick after
Brick.
brick that home will cave in, leaving all who
choose to stay among the rubble.
We needed each other and here we
were, a tug of war match for the ages, neither
Brick.
of us trying to be the one to fall. But there she
That night we needed each other more was, the same woman I had fallen in love with
years ago. The same woman who I promised
than we fully understood. It was our typical
my heart is the same woman who, in this
routine of going out to dinner and talking
until we could talk no more. Sitting across the moment, I am hiding my heart from. How is
table I watched as she picked at her salad. She that fair? She is my love, my life, my passion.
Who cares what happened last night? Who
twirled her fork among the leaves, fully intending on leaving them on that plate once the cares who was in the wrong? I just wanted to
world turned sour. We needed each other, but love her. Forever with her was all I asked for.
Forever is what I was determined to keep.
stubbornly I refused to let her have me, and
I knew she was doing the same. She had this
Rubble.
way of hiding her feelings so that I was the one
to cave first. It was part of why I loved her. It
“I’m sorry.” The words came gushing
was part of why we haven’t talked for the past out from between my teeth, bursting through
few minutes.
the flood gate I attempted to keep locked. And
there it was. I had caved again. The flood was
Brick.
inevitable. For her, it was always worth it.
“So why didn’t you tell me that you
Dust.
were uncomfortable with me being with
them?” I sputtered out my questioning. It honWhen a home comes crashing down,
estly was hit or miss. Sometimes she gave me those who refuse to leave will remain in the
an honest answer, sometimes she shut me out. rubble. When the dust clears, they are left with
Tonight, was the latter. Figures.
a choice. Do they rise again, rebuilding what
has been lost? Or do they vanish, leaving all
Brick.
remnants behind them of what they truly used
to love? For that rubble will remain, but those
“I don’t want to talk about this right
who stay have the gift of choice.
now.” She was stern but something told me
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The Gallery
by Andrew Furman

The first word that came to her mind while
stepping into the gallery was ‘quaint.’ The
room took on a distinct glow as the setting
sun trickled orange light through the side
windows. Only a few paintings hung on the
wall, with an empty easel at the center of the
room. A man sitting in the corner looked up
at her when she walked into the entryway.
He sat in a worn green leather chair, with a
paperback in his hand. He put it aside when
she entered, seeming eager to move on from
whatever escape the pages aimed at providing. He watched as she ran her fingers against
the drywall of the room, looking at the few
pieces of art.
“Are you the artist?”
“Yes, I am, M.”
She didn’t know why he called her M but
didn’t want to appear taken aback or confused. Perhaps it was a regional greeting,
a nervous tick, or a speech impediment. It
would be rude to point out someone’s shortcomings, let alone an artist in their own
gallery.
“Would you mind talking to me about your
work?”
The artist seemed reluctant, and she could
see in his eyes a distinct pain. One of failure.
One of repetition. He knew at face value
the observer would never fully comprehend
what he intended to capture, and while he
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appreciated the attention and effort brought
on by her question, it also reminded him of
its shortcomings. He rose from his leather
throne to meet her by the wall.
“Of course, dear, what piece would you like
to hear about?”
She scanned the walls and was drawn to a
watercolor of a large, red-brick building. It
was a small piece, but one she enjoyed. Flags
hung down in front of the building, and as
she looked at the especially motionless work,
a sense of calm rolled over her, like the nonexistent wind in the scene.
“Tell me about this building”
“I’m afraid there isn’t much to say. That’s just
a building from my alma mater. I painted
it before it was knocked down, as a form of
preservation. I’m not sure why I wanted to
preserve it though, the only thing I ever did
in that building was sit in a chair and get
yelled at.”
The artist chuckled, and she offered a polite
laugh to help transition to the next piece.
“What about this one?”
She pointed to a larger canvas filled with
rolling hills, dancing high grass, playful
clouds, and mirroring bunkers. Hundreds of
oaks lined the perimeter of the field, and a
stream peaked over the shoulder of one green
mound.

“That was originally a gift to my father. It’s
the golf club I grew up on. He taught me how
to golf there or do whatever it is I call golf. I
spent many days walking around, wishing I
was fishing with my friends or playing ball
instead of golfing. Now I wish I could play
one more round with him. Funny how life
works that way.”
“I’m sorry, I did not mean to stir up any unpleasantness with my question.”
“Nonsense! This painting is an escape, not a
burden! It helps me remember the times that
I had, and all I have learned through golf,
many lessons helping me become a better
man, a better father, a better husband.”
“Oh? What does golfing teach you about
that?”
The artist smiled like weathered men
do, glanced at her, and back towards the
painting.
“Patience, M. Lots of patience.”
She smiled at the artist and moved her attention to a beach scene, where four little heads
were staring curiously into the ocean. She
was naturally drawn to this specific piece,
for no reason in particular. She assumed the
children featured in this work were the artist’s grandchildren, but before she could ask
the artist posed a question.
“Do you recognize that painting?”

The artist pointed to the largest painting in
the modest collection, hung in the middle of
the wall. A shady tree guarded a small bench.
Stairs led down next to the bench, which
overlooked a man-made ledge and a strong
body of water.
“No, no can’t say I do.”
The artist seemed wounded by her response
and shut his eyes for a little. He took a deep
breath, like a man who willingly set himself
up for disappointment. While she felt bad for
not recognizing his artwork, she questioned
how inflated his ego must be. How could he
possibly expect her to recognize a painting
she has never seen or heard of before?
“It is my masterpiece.”
The artist said, locking his glossy eyes on the
painting.
“Why is that? You have so many wonderful
paintings in this gallery. What makes this one
so special?”
She feared her question came off as crass and
inconsiderate and judging by his reaction
she seemed to have overstepped. The artist
looked on the brink of tears, and when he
spoke to answer her question, his voice was
shaky.
“This painting, this piece, represents me.
Represents the crescendo of my life. Represents my past, my present, my future. The
street I grew up on opened up to the river.
My mom would watch me walk down to the
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bench and fish in the Delaware river. Every
day I would fish, skip rocks, or just walk. It
was my way of spreading my wings, knowing full well if anything were to happen my
mother was always watching. Every day I
spent on that bench growing up. I promised
myself one day there would be someone by
my side. Sitting on the bench next to me. I
dreamed she and I would sit on that bench
together, or we’d sit on our porch, and watch
our children run to the river. Every day I
could, I would walk down to that bench
alone until I found someone I wanted to
share my bench with. Together we went to
the bench, and instead of sitting, that day I
knelt in front of it. I used the same diamond
my mother used, and her mother before that.
A family tradition that signified our love
is one rooted in history, a love so strong it
lasted before we were born and will remain
after we depart. I built my life, my happiness,
my family, around that bench. That bench is
stronger than the rotten wood with which it
is constructed. It is stronger than the current of the river it overlooks. Somedays, that
bench is stronger than my will to go on. But
it is always there, and that bench reminds me
that it is no longer just me sitting on it. That
is why this is my masterpiece.”
The artist sniffled as the tears ran slowly
down his face. In an attempt to bring peace
to the situation she incidentally caused, she
put her hand on his back, as the artist slowly
wiped away the tears with a handkerchief.
Even after hearing his story, she struggled to
assess the value of the artist’s self-proclaimed
masterpiece. The painting seemed to frustrate
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her, as she felt excluded from understanding
the true beauty of his work.

“I’m done here for the night. I think I’m gonna fix myself a drink, goodnight, M.”

While the painting meant nothing to her, it
meant everything to him.

“Goodnight! Thank you for showing me your
art. It was very nice meeting you.”

In an effort to smooth over the artist, she
began to exchange pleasantries before departing the gallery.
“I don’t know what was more beautiful, the
painting itself, or the words you used to
describe it. I didn’t know I was in the presence of both an artist and a wordsmith. Your
wife is very fortunate to be married to such a
romantic.”

With that, the artist turned away, once again
pulling out his handkerchief and wiping
away a tear. He skipped the pleasantries and
walked away from her before she could say
anything else. She remained perplexed as she
walked out of the gallery, down the hallway,
and up the staircase to her bedroom. She
got into bed and reached over to turn off
her reading lamp. As she reached across her
body, she looked at her hand, the hand of

The artist hung his head and smiled a genuine, happy smile.

Moon River by Lauren Robitaille

a stranger. A hand too old to belong to her,
a hand unrecognizable. If it weren’t for her
wedding ring, she would have sworn it was
not hers.
The diamond twinkled from the light of the
reading lamp. The same diamond that twinkled for her mother-in-law, and for someone
before that. After examining her hands and
turning off the reading lamp, Martha rolled
over and was ready for bed.

“Thank you, M.”
He said before hugging her.
“What is her name?”
“Martha.”
The artist looked at her with somber eyes,
before turning to walk back to his chair.
“Martha is a beautiful name; she must love
your work.”
With that, the artist looked like he had
enough. The man appeared emotionally
drained as he began to gather his paperback
and other assorted items.
“Oh, is it time to leave? I don’t know when
the gallery is closing.”
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The Labyrinth
by Lucy Krug

We drew our lines in the sand,
and when we were done,
it looked more like a labyrinth
than a division of land
that lived under the sun.
So, we followed the lines
as they wobbled and turned,
walking along our labyrinth,
looking for clues and hints and signs
in the soil the sun had burned.
Our lines weren’t always clear,
and we often stopped and fussed
as we walked deeper into the labyrinth—
not over the line but always near
the faint impressions in the dust.
We drew our lines again one day,
but we had gone too far
into our massive labyrinth
that we could not find our way,
so we started charting stars.
The problem with the sky
is that the lines are never seen.
So, if they form a labyrinth,
we cannot use our eyes
to see what the other means.
If we follow these lines
that we’ve drawn in the sand,
we’d be walking a labyrinth
that is not quite yours nor mine
in the palm of God’s hand.
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Respecting all of these lines will hurt.
As we figure out slowly what is the best
way to navigate our labyrinth,
we leave behind footprints in the dirt
and take with us all the rest.
I think one of the hardest parts
is knowing, with you, I’m not dying
when we’re all alone in the labyrinth.
But I know we must guard our hearts,
and that starts with no more lying.
It’s not perfect, but by your side,
I feel almost like I can stay
alive in this giant labyrinth
and forget the tears I’ve cried
as I learn to trust and obey.
But if I blur the lines of dust
to always walk with you,
I’ll miss the beauty of the labyrinth.
It won’t be right or fair or just,
and besides, the lines are fairly new.
If we don’t heed these marks—
these rules God helped us write
to help us through this labyrinth—
I think our paths could get real dark
and full of pain, not joy and light.
So, I’ll follow the road set before me
and wave when we pass each other by
as we walk our separate parts of the
labyrinth
and learn to sense and see
those lines that we drew in the sky.

The Mariana Trench
by Jamie Hallman

I think I’m drowning
The current had already pulled me out to sea
I was swept into the deep
The seaweed has a tight grip around my wrists
Bubbles of oxygen escape my lips
I can only watch as my last hope floats away to the surface
My lungs must have collapsed
My screams were ignored
Whispers of the future tickle my ears and flashes of my past thicken in my throat
My eyes sting of saltwater and my fingertips are wilting
Yet, the lower I sink, the more the tide holds on
I don’t remember how long I’ve been down here.
Maybe, I’m not drowning.
But—God—I wish I was.

Frosty Brook
by Paige Keyser

From white to blue and back again; the
brook—
Though lost on waves of ice, the hum of
Rooks,
The rocks have no regret. Yet feel a bind,
And feel the power strongly grip your mind.
It tighten’, holds your fear till none to see.
Oh, worst of wears cannot compare to thee,

For thee is strong within the brook of frost.
Oh, hold my hand as passion starts, defrost.
A turn in thee, a bend for thee. It’s bare
This part of brook, no sky, no open air.
How still it be when calm as thee, the brook.
As pattern twists to catch you on a hook.
The speed picks up and comes the rapids fasts
And reach for old worn times, now doomed
for pasts.
The time has come, let be, let pass, bygones.
A pound of song as simple la-tra-bongs.
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Sword in Stone
by Cassandra Peris

Bay Side Sunset
by Ezekiel Ciafre

As I finish my line,
I realize that I
Have just given them the thread
To a sword above my head.
As I have revealed a part
Of myself hidden
Under stone-skin
And sealed lips, I
Watch the fault line shift.
As I see my error,
I feel earthquakes
Across my foreign body
Tectonic plates in my hands
Clash and crash.
And yet, the pond is still.
The glass has not shattered,
Ground has not broken,
Forests are uncharred.
Missiles remain in the silos.
The pits of Hell are still sealed.
And I stand, staring
At you.
Thread in your hand,
Waiting for you
To turn as all you do,
For the monster in you
To peel your flesh away
And show me
The dark in you
As you let go
And grin.
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Until We Meet Again
by Alexis Cooper

Growing up
by Grace Diehl

I have bug bites on my legs
They itch
And I scratch
Even though I know
I’m not supposed to
Or so I’ve been told
I have
Pretty princess pink
Makeup
In the shape of a heart
Just like mommy’s
But not exactly like mommy’s
Or so I’ve been told
I have the spelling bee
Tomorrow
I know a lot of words
But 3rd place is not as good
As 1st
Or so I’ve been told
I have a friend
Who holds my hand
Sometimes when we walk
And it makes me feel happy
And she makes me feel happy
But not in the same way
That my brother’s girlfriend
Makes him feel happy
Or so I’ve been told
I have a bunch of people
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In my life
Who I don’t really like
Who I don’t think
Like me
But that’s completely normal
For someone my age
Or so I’ve been told
I have a lot of questions
About why my mom is sometimes
Mean
About why my dad is sometimes
Complacent
About the conditions to
Unconditional love
But those questions are inappropriate
Or so I’ve been told
I have quiet moments
Where I do not know if I am
Living
And moments
Where I have never felt more
Alive
And this constant contradiction
Of my own unfathomable mortality
Is nothing to worry about
Or so I’ve been told
I have a feeling
That I am not the person that
People wanted me to be
But I think I am getting
Closer to who I want me to be
And it hurts
That I’ve lost people
In the process
But that’s growing up
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Ways Friendships
Work
by Elena M. Kenvin

Friends are many things in life and
are looked at in many different aspects.
Depending on the person some people are
outgoing, and others aren’t so much. There
are various types of personalities within each
person. People who are this, but not that. The
main thing to be asked though is, in what
ways is it that friendships work?
Maybe it’s the way that one friend
may try harder than the other or maybe
it is the joint effort that two people put in
together. Maybe it’s the two personalities
that clash like butter and go so smoothly or
maybe it is that they don’t clash and fight like
cats and dogs.
Do friends usually have to talk
problems out? Yes. Do friends usually have
to spend some time away from each other
to tolerate the other person standing next to
them? Possibly. Some friends may be able
to spend 24/7 together, but wouldn’t you get
tired of that? Who knows? Whatever method
each person does it, in some way they make
their friendships work.
Firsthand, I have had experience
with dealing with many friendships. There
has been one person though that has stuck
through every moment with me for 14
years of my life. My best friend Emily, since
kindergarten, has been the person I can
always count on, even when times are hard.
It has not been all sunshine and rainbows
though. Her and I have gotten into those
horrendous fights, that seem like it might
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be the end of the road. What we have always
done though is end up forgiving one another
and moving on in a better direction.
In some cases, friendships don’t work
out and that is why you may see friends
attached at the hip one day and the next never
speaking to one another again. Sometimes
dumb things get in the way, like unneeded
drama that seems to never be forgiven.
Sometimes friends lie, for no reason at all.
Maybe they think they are protecting the
other person, when truly it is just hurting
them more. Is friendship a test? I think that’s a
question that could be asked to anyone in this
world.
Friendship. A test that comes with
any friendship presented to oneself. A place
where people share their similarities and
differences and make them into something
great. A safe space where you can be anything
and act anyway with them. A place where
people can share any emotion, to the point
they may be laughing and crying at the same
time. Whatever it might be, friends are to be
stuck through mud all the way through. Never
leaving each other’s side no matter what may
be presented to them.
So, what truly are ways friendships
work? Maybe that is something that can be
defined to ourselves. Friendships could be
something that just happens. A lot of times I
look back and reflect on “how is it exactly that
I became friends with these people?”. In the
end, it’s who we connect with the most. People
who make us feel good and make us strive to
be something better. Someone who is just like
us and can relate with you on more levels than
anyone else in this world can. In the end, you
only need a handful of true friends that will
truly be there for you through anything.

Wee Hours
by Zachary Hohman

The void. Endless and formless the
void is the natural state of existence, in all
the vastness of the universe the void reigns
supreme. When you look to the night sky,
what do you see? Stars? The Moon? Perhaps
Mercury on a perfect night? You may, but
you’ll always see the void. A grand maw
of creation that transforms even unfathomably massive spheres of flaming plasma
into naught but flickering candles. The stars
in the sky are indescribably powerfully to
mortal men whose greatest feat is cracking
the atom, the stars in the sky fuse them
together every moment of every day enough
with power to make even the Tzar Bomba of
the USSR seem like an ember compared to
a raging inferno, yet these engines of power
so unquestionably rigorous are overtaken
by the might of nothingness into pinpricks,
and what’s more the few stars we see are
simply those close enough or strong enough
to pierce the veil. Light is always covered
and killed by shadow, both in the sky and in
man’s futile existence. For just as the stars
are smothered by the void so too is man, at
all times man must wear and weather before
eventually, inevitably, succumbing to the
voi-BZZZT_BZZZT_BZZZT! The sound of
an alarm blaring into the darkness, until the

moment the darkness is dispelled by shining
light and silence. Reveals dexterous digits
wrapping towards the noise, curling covering, once more obscuring the light and with a
single -click- once more darkness reigns. Once
more the void reigns supre-BZZZT_BZZZT_
BZZZT!- and the manipulator is back once
more silencing the air and smothering the
light -click-. Once more, and then again, the
light and noise are smothered and slain, just to
rise again with another -BZZZT_BZZ-. No defeat can hold true against the light no matter
with how much force and rage the void strikes
back. Perhaps that void, that darkness, can
truly be slain, perhaps, perhaps… How long
have they stood? Twice? Thrice? A hundred
times? Who knows? However… all things
must come to an end. Eventually a weakness
is found, and with the final soft -click- of a
switch the silence is returned for good, the
light slain. Yet in that darkness and silence a
sound cries out! “Fine. I’ll get up.” struggling
and shifting in the darkness before with a
single -click- a light illuminates the world, so
much brighter than before. Bright enough to
dispel that void, at least for a while, yet the
beacon lay silent and still. A tragedy that the
light in the darkness must perish before its
fight is won, and an irony that soon the cycle
will begin anew. However such is the nature of
the world all of us share, tragedy, irony, perseverance, all in the morning’s wee hours.
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Teenagers
by Natalie Meyer

Rebel on the Run
by Téa Ceresini

hold pointless courage amid the chaos
of a mysterious mist in a shadowy forest,
the only thing that protects them
from the true danger beyond.
sit for breakfast & lunch
over their lazy conversations,
knowing the quality of silence
is overrated.
follow with vague adjustments
left in their wake,
exiled, dazed and dusty as wildness descends.
struggle to define
themselves, their lives,
everything they’ve known
at a tragically marvelous distance between consciousness and reality.
carry passionate affairs
and think themselves in love,
suffering as all men suffer
from fear & jealousy & cowardice
but with no road, no nothing
except a sky-level view of toxic dark matter.
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Too Young
by Mahli Rupp

At 10 years old, I am too young to:
See violence—yet every day I watch it
Understand racism—yet my whole life I experience this
Know about sexual desire—yet I have been surrounded by that
At 15 years old, I am too young to:
Hear the difference between fireworks and gunshots—but I know it
Practice evacuating from the tick of a bomb—but I have
Perceive the lies of politicians—but I do
At 20 years old, I am too young to:
Speak my mind—it is too disruptive
Make my own self-image—but I am asked for it
Be tired—yet I am
I’m “too young,” you say?
Well, you’re right.

“The Not So Perfect Day”
by Isabella Kurpis

“How could something like this happen on such a perfect day?” echoed through
my brain. I remember hearing the desperate
screeching of tires and brakes, the loud overpowering beeps of multiple horns, and what
looked like an explosion afterward. The fear
in me, my mom, brother and sister when we
saw the car flying helplessly into the air was
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ever so strong, and certainly cannot ever be
forgotten. It was such a beautiful day. The
sun was up, the sky was clear, and we were
just coming back from my grandparents’
house. It appeared to be a perfect day until
it wasn’t.
We’ve driven through the same
intersection hundreds of times before,

but watching the white flash of what was
once a car flying inches from our own and
slamming into another stationary car was
something I could not comprehend, but at
the same time could not get out of my head.
I knew that accidents happened all the time.
I’ve watched the news, I’ve seen hundreds
of accidents staged in movies, but for some
reason, I never thought that I would be only
inches away from such a terrifying event.
I didn’t think that I would ever see one car
completely flip over another, enough to
cause such a loud and unforgettable pop
and then cause such a tremendous fire to
follow.
I must have lost my hearing for a
couple of seconds, but it seemed like minutes, or maybe even hours. I looked down
at my shaking hands and then up and over
at my mom. She was on the phone, with one
hand over her eyes.
“Hello my name is Nadine Petro-Kurpis and I am calling to report an accident I just witnessed off of 295 and there’s
a massive fire that just started. I’m not sure
if anyone is still in the car”. I tuned out the
rest of my mom’s frantic report and decided
to turn around, only to see my brother and
sister both looking at the fire with blank
looks on their faces. Were they too young
to understand? But what’s too young? I

was only sixteen and had only just gotten
my permit, but I understood. That could
have been anyone. That could have been
me. Before I even knew it, there were sirens
filling the air, and police cars flooding the
streets. Suddenly we were among the witnesses trying to explain what we had seen of
the accident. I could have explained every
second of it in extremely vivid detail, but
my mouth was dry, my eyes were wide and
I was still confused. What made me even
more confused was how people were able
to just continue driving by the scene, going
about their day as if nothing had happened.
“Did they not see it? Did they not
care?”
Why was everything still moving,
yet at the same time, appeared to be in
suspended animation? The tragedy and
severity of the situation made me feel so
terribly helpless. What could I do other than
try to gather the strength and composure to
attempt to “accurately explain” what I had
seen? The constant “Are you sure?” from the
police made me question whether or not I
even saw the accident.
“What color was the light”?
“Are you sure?”
“Was the driver looking down?”
“Are you sure?”
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“Describe what you saw with as much
detail as possible.”
“Was that all?”
The more interviews that took place,
the more information I learned. Someone was
gone, and my heart felt heavy. She was 19, and
she didn’t know this was her last drive. Maybe she was coming home from visiting her
grandparents too, or maybe she just wanted
to enjoy the beautiful Sunday which later
would be taken from her in a single instant. I
couldn’t help but think of her parents picking
up the phone and hearing that their daughter had passed. I then thought of my parents
picking up the phone to that news and I felt
even more heartbroken, defeated, and just so
helpless. This was not just another movie or
chapter of a book, this was real life and she
was a real person who still had an entire life
to live. And it was gone in an instant. I felt I
was more in my head than I was at the scene
of the accident. My thoughts wouldn’t stop as
I then began to think of what the driver who
caused the accident must have been feeling.
How do you live with that guilt for the rest of
your life? How do you go to bed and wake up
knowing that there is one less person in the
world because of you? I continued to ponder
this tragedy the rest of the way home, with
tears welling up in my eyes periodically for a
person whom I had never even met, but yet
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felt so close to at this time. I decided to
pray, a silent prayer for that poor girl and
her family, and just prayed that she had
the chance before she left this morning to
tell her family and friends how much she
loved them.
I was completely filled with emotion on the drive home while my mom
and siblings seemed to get right back
on track again. As I felt the car lift as we
crossed the stones that lined the bottom
of our driveway, I could not help but feel
relief flooding my body. We had made it
safely home. Something I never worried
about, suddenly felt like the scariest thing
in the world. Looking over at everyone
sitting in the car I could feel my eyes
collecting with tears, and the only words
I was able to utter were, “I love you!”. I
would never again leave the house without saying it, for it felt like the girl was a
constant reminder of the always “what if ”
scenario I played in my mind whenever I
stepped foot out of the house.
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